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Merit Badge Videos: The videos cover all of the
material necessary for the merit badge. They

are somewhat self-contained and contain all the
related information necessary for earning the

merit badge. There is a time line for the course.
Due to the nature of videos, one can take them
as they watch and take them again later or sit
and watch the videos as a whole. Merit Badge

Publications: Various other merit badge
publications are available. A few examples

include guidance manuals for girls on
astronomy, games, art, and sewing. There are

also online merit badge subscriptions that
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include more in-depth information and support.
Each merit badge has a own qualifications and
review requirements. While there is always one
written requirement, there are also several test

requirements and skill development
requirements as well. Merit Badge Calculator:

This merit badge calculator has been tested by
adult students and Scouts. It allows users to

enter a merit badge number and select a
specific skill set. It will calculate all of the

requirements and finish the merit badge based
upon the user selected skill set. This one step
merit badge calculator is based on youth-sized

requirements and was created for college
students. It is a great opportunity to provide a
solution based on the user requirements. User

requirements can be entered and the calculator
will evaluate which skill sets match the user

requirements and calculate the requirements
needed to complete the merit badge. Merit

Badge Opportunities: The Boy Scouts of America
provides over 8,000 merit badges. All merit

badge opportunities are grouped into chapter.
These chapters are then divided into a specific
merit badge topics. There are often beginner,
intermediate, and advanced challenges and
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they are provided.
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